Intervention:
The story so far...
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Systems Thinking is transforming
services for our customers
By Denise Grant
Strategic Manager Transformation

When a council service is identified to go through
a Systems Thinking intervention process, teams of
front line staff who do the job every day scrutinise
what they do and how they do it. They look at
all aspects of how they do their job, particularly
from a customer viewpoint, and aim to eliminate
bureaucracy and waste.

Many other interventions have now started across
the authority looking at Revenues and Benefits,
Environmental Services and Highways, Equipment,
Aids and Adaptations, Creditor, Procurement and
Sundry Debt and Customer Access and Planning.
The Housing interventions have also continued with
Applications, Lettings and Voids and Rental Income.

Following the success of the Innovation and
Efficiency West Midlands intervention pilot on
highways repairs, the first intervention that I was
involved in started in May 2010 at Cromer Road
looking at the Responsive Repairs service within
housing. I was part of that intervention team and
had no idea what I had let myself in for!

These interventions are supported by our Elected
Members and the senior management team who
understand just how valuable an intervention into
a service area can be, both in terms of efficiencies
and, of course, customer service.

We were there because we knew that the system
was not working. I was often at tenants’ meetings
where customers would tell me their horror stories.
I was then Head of Neighbourhood Services and
customers wanted me to offer a solution to their
(often quite reasonable) demands. Instead, I would
offer reasons why requests for repair could take
up to 20 days to resolve or explain why missed
appointments would need to be relogged, often
doubling waiting times. If the case appeared
urgent, to be helpful, I would try to jump the
queue for them. Helpful? Maybe. A good process?
Definitely not!
I expected the intervention to show me how a
repairs service should be run and probably thought
that the solution was to sort out the contractor.
Instead I learnt a whole new way of looking at the
problem which really did open my eyes.
I grew to understand that you need to view the
whole system. Previously I had always been taught
that managing people would give the best results,
but it is actually the systems that people work
within that we need to pay attention to. You need
good people operating a good system.

I enjoyed my intervention experience and know
that other colleagues have found the work as
exciting, challenging and rewarding as I have. The
opportunity to re-design your service starting with
a blank piece of paper is a rare opportunity and
certainly worth the hard work it takes to see the
process through analysis, re-design, trial and full
implementation.
We started our Systems Thinking intervention
journey with external support but we now have
a number of staff in-house who have been
accredited by Vanguard. As a result, we are
becoming increasingly self-sufficient, building our
own internal capacity to deliver an efficient and
first-class customer service across all areas of the
business.
This booklet pulls together five of the interventions
carried out to date as examples of the excellent
work that staff have been progressing in their
service areas.

Intervention
Responsive repairs to
council homes

What was the service like before?
The City Council manages 19,100 council
houses across the city and every day between
350 and 500 repairs are carried out to these
homes. The repairs are completed by our
Joint Venture Company, Kier Stoke Ltd, a
partnership which was set up in February
2008. In May 2010 the City Council decided
to review the responsive repairs service
following concerns about the number of
customer complaints and the backlog of
repair work. An intervention team was
put together combining staff from the
City Council and Kier along with a tenant
representative.
The team started by looking at the
performance of the current service. They did
this by listening to customer calls, visiting the
contact centre and following the work right
through from the initial call to completion.
They found that the Contact Centre logged
the repairs but 80% of these were recorded
incorrectly, mainly because diagnosing a
repair on the telephone is difficult. The calls
took on average 8 minutes but could take up
to 20 minutes to complete while the customer
was on the phone.

To make matters worse, once the tradesmen
arrived at the customer’s house sometimes
they left without even starting the job either
because it had been wrongly diagnosed,
which meant the allocated materials were
incorrect, or because the time allocated
to complete the repair had been underestimated.
Time was also wasted because operatives
were responsible for collecting their own
additional materials (this happened in 40%
of all jobs). Tradesmen had to leave the job
and return to the central stores at Cromer
Road, have a purchasing order signed by their
manager and then queue for the materials.
This resulted in delays in starting the repairs
and wasted valuable time that could have
been used to fix more repairs for other
customers.

What did we do?
Following the initial investigation, the repairs team came up with a
new purpose for responsive repairs

To complete repairs at a
convenient time for the
customer.
The team re-designed the Responsive Repairs service to meet the
new purpose. They began by experimenting with the new way of
working on a few repairs and then increased the numbers until they
were ready to launch a trial in August 2010 covering the central area
of the city. After a successful trial, the new system was introduced
across the city in January 2011 .

What has changed?
The intervention team introduced a new dedicated call centre at
Cromer Road. This has reduced call waiting times for tenants from 5
minutes to an average of just 1 minute and it now takes an average
of just 4 minutes for the initial call to be logged. That initial call is
simple - customers describe the problem in their own words (which is
recorded exactly) and they can also use the opportunity to report any
further repairs needed at their home. An appointment for the repairs
to be carried out by the appropriate tradesman is made right then at
a time convenient for our customers. The repair is diagnosed by the
tradesman on site and, wherever possible, is completed in one visit,
with additional materials or trades being pulled to site if necessary
rather than rearrange the call out.
These changes have improved performance dramatically. It used to
take 20 days to complete a repair. The average time taken now is just
3.2 days (77 hours). Only 4% of jobs have to be cancelled because
of no-access and, on average, customers rate the service as 9.6 when
asked for a score out of 10. A success story indeed! But don’t just
take our word for it….

In one visit on this
new trial scheme
I was overjoyed to
be asked if I had
any more repairs
and then to have
action taken to
have these done
as well at my
convenience.....
fantastic!
This system helps
us tenants in so
many ways. I have
never, in ten years,
received this kind
of service.

What our customers say
Local resident, Annette Bellyou, a member of the Housing Service
Review Group and the Responsive Repairs Service Improvement Team
for a number of years, was ideally placed to join the intervention
team ensuring that tenants’ views could influence any changes.
“What was frustrating was the length of time it took for calls to be
answered and the lack of information about when the job would
be done”, she says. “It was particularly frustrating not to be given
a specific appointment time - it is not always possible to wait in all
morning or afternoon. With the new system, tenants are asked when
they want the repair done.
“Previously inspections took place to agree the repair, which resulted
in delays, but now the tradesmen visit customers and carry out the
work at the first visit. There has also been a big improvement in the
transparency of the service and there is more willingness to listen
to the tenants and to get the repairs completed. This means that
customers have a greater sense of pride about their homes.”
Annette carried out a mystery shopper exercise and found a very high
level of customer satisfaction. “When I tested the system, the phone
was answered within 10 seconds. Nearly all customers that I spoke to
were very happy with how fast the repairs were carried out and with
the new system in general.”

Looking ahead
As a result of the intervention, we know that there are still further
improvements to be delivered, these include:
•
•
•

a review of the systems currently used to buy materials and
deliver them to tenants’ homes when needed,
improved control on deployment of the resources by area, and
improvements required to the IT systems.

Congratulations
for the new
system. It’s
benefitting the
people who are
working because
now you ask
us when it’s
convenient so
we don’t lose a
days’ pay.

Performance - responsive repairs
July 2010

July 2010

July 2010

20 days

11% of jobs

42%

July 2011

July 2011

July 2011

3.2 days

4% of jobs

25%

Average number of days
for repair from reporting
to completion

Average visits / day
cancelled because
customer not in

Average number of
calls where we did not
get it right ‘first time’

Customer satisfaction score July 2011 was 96%, based on
information given to tradesmen at the property on completion
of the repair.
This graph shows the step change in performance between the old system and the new system for the
number of days taken to complete a repair.
Number of days to complete responsive repairs
Old system

New redesigned system

A Systems Thinking intervention was the catalyst for change in responsive repairs
but it won’t stop there! Teams from the council and Kier will be working hard to
ensure that the housing service continues to improve.

Intervention
Equipment, Aids and Adaptations

What was the service like before?
The Systems Thinking Intervention in
Equipment, Aids and Adaptations started in
January 2011 in the Disability Resource Team.
This team is responsible for assessing the
needs of people with physical disabilities and
helps to arrange items of equipment or aids
or adaptations which help people to remain
independent

The team discovered that the basic process to
assess and provide a piece of equipment for
a customer involved a staggering 63 steps,
required 8 members of staff and took an
average of 29 days. In some cases the process
took up to 62 days. The staffing costs were
considerable – around three times the average
cost of the equipment which was supplied.

Occupational therapy staff supported by
specialist officers began by making sure that
they understood all aspects of the services
that the council provides for people with
disabilities. They listened to requests for help
at the contact centre and then tracked the
response to these calls through all the steps
involved until the problem was resolved.

In order to meet national performance targets,
staff were assessing new customers within
four weeks. This led to a situation where new
customers were often seen before customers
who had been waiting for months. This was
clearly unfair and the staff were keen to
change this way of working.

What did we do?
After talking with customers and all the staff and contractors
involved, the team agreed that the purpose of the system was to

help customers to access the
services that they need at the
right time.
The service was therefore completely re-designed to meet the new
purpose. The team tested out new ways of working such as taking a
laptop out to the customers’ home; making arrangements for all the
professionals involved to visit at the same time and changing the
list of equipment stored on the delivery vans.
The process was changed to make sure that the right member
of staff asked the right questions in the right order (and only
once!). Forms were re-designed and staff relocated to ensure that
customers can talk to an expert quickly. The team abandoned false
performance targets so that customers were dealt with fairly and
according to priority.

What has changed?
Now, when a customer telephones the contact centre, the call is
passed to a member of the occupational therapy team quickly.
If the problem cannot be sorted out straight away on the phone,
staff arrange to visit the customer at a time to suit them. After the
assessment in the customer’s home, they call the Equipment Store
and arrange delivery of the equipment, again at a time to suit the
customer. More complex cases, for example where customers need
stair lifts or extensions, can take longer but the team work with other
professionals, such as social workers, surveyors, housing and finance
officers to make sure that all aspects are simplified and speeded up.
The amount of time taken to complete an assessment has reduced
from an average of 29 days to just 5 days. More items are now
ordered direct from suppliers, speeding up the process for the
customer and saving the council both time and money. The delivery
of basic equipment has been streamlined and drivers keep a wider
range of equipment on the vans so that they can deliver items more
quickly. The opening hours for the Bathing Clinic (now at the new
Independent Living Centre at Trentham Lakes) have been extended
so that more customers can be seen quickly and at a time convenient
to them.

The service
was fantastic,
really brilliant.
They came to
see me really
quickly, and
the whole
process only
took a couple
of days. Can
I give them a
score of 11
out of 10?
J Croxton, Chell

What our customers say
Multiple sclerosis sufferer Carol Bell of Hartshill needed special
adaptations to her home to improve her quality of life.
A ramp, special bathroom and vertical lift were installed at her home
to enable her to move around the house better and make her more
comfortable.
Carol said: “I’m very happy with how things have worked out. I was
initially assessed because life is difficult and within five months all
the work had been completed. It was a big job but the workmen were
very good.”
Carol uses a wheelchair to get out and about and a walker at home.
She said “The work has made a big difference to my quality of life. It
has made it easier for me to get around the house and take a shower.
The adaptations have made such a difference.”

At long last,
suggestions
are coming
from the
bottom up.
This has
restored my
faith in local
government.
D Ford, Birches Head

Looking ahead
As a result of the intervention, we have identified even more actions
which could could improve the service further and we are currently
working on these improvements;
•
•
•

moving resources to key places (for example, the Disability
Resource Team and the Equipment Store), in order to better
support children with disabilities and their families,
developing a register of properties which have been adapted so
that disabled tenants are offered more suitable properties,
ensuring that customers get the maximum benefit from the new
Independent Living Centre.

Performance
This graph clearly shows the step change in performance between the old system and the new system for
the number of days taken to complete an assessment.
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Intervention
Highways
What was the service like before?
There are 590 miles of roads and more than
1,056 miles of pavements in Stoke-on-Trent
along with over 150 bridges, signage and
other structures that have to be maintained.
There has been an historic lack of investment
which led to a significant backlog of
maintenance and poor customer service.
On average it took 36 days to fix a highway
repair such as a pothole and, during this time,
the customer would ring again to chase the
repair and the pothole would often get larger.
The system was too bureaucratic and didn’t
focus on what mattered, which was fixing
the repair as quickly as possible. When a
customer reported a repair the information
was logged into various computer systems
(17 times in total) and re-written on many
different pieces of paper (20 in total).
An engineer attended every repair even if it
was straight forward and the operatives who
were experienced at undertaking the work
had no say in how the work was carried out.
This added unnecessary cost on to each repair
and the backlog of repairs never went down.
Previously, there were 23 points of contact
(including email and telephone) for a
customer to report a pot hole, making it
difficult for the customer to know who to
speak to. Customers were often directed to
the wrong place and could speak to several
different members of staff before they
received the correct advice.

Customers who used the various email
systems did not always receive a response
to their enquiry and in some instances the
enquiry was not received by the highways
team.
Customers’ jobs were not given priority
over other work and could take up to 74
days before the work was carried out. The
customer also received no reference number
and therefore had no way of tracking their
request.
90% of repairs carried out were temporary,
meaning that repeat visits were required to
the same repair.
Highway Inspectors used to inspect the
highways as frequently as possible and not
necessarily in line with the Highways Code of
Practice. In some instances the same defect
was being recorded on numerous occasions
before any repair work could be carried out.

What did we do?
In January 2009 the City Council started its first Systems Thinking
intervention on highway repairs. This review was funded by
Innovation and Efficiency West Midlands (IEWM) a government body
who support innovative ways to improve services. The intervention
team was made up of highways staff and managers supported by
IEWM. The intervention team looked at highway repairs that were
requested by the customer and also those identified by our own
highway inspectors. After discussion we agreed the purpose of the
service was to

To keep our place safe and
looking good, and do sensible
things to improve our place.
We looked at the way we interacted with the customer and also at the
system to allocate repairs. Finally, the methods of repairs were also
reviewed in order to increase the quality of the completed job.

What has changed?
The review was completed in March 2009 and the new highways
repair process was a great success reducing the average time taken to
repair a pot hole from 36 to 4.5 days. Not only did the intervention
result in this stunning level of service, it also enabled the teams to
increase the number of jobs they could carry out - on average from 6
repairs a day to 12 per day.
Additional improvements include a greater consistency in response
times and fewer visits to each repair with a larger proportion being
completed at the first visit. This has reduced waste and the cost of
each repair. Team morale has also improved as staff feel they can
make a difference. There is now one IT system and no handwritten
notes on pieces of paper.
The customer had a mind-boggling 23 points of contact with the
council to report a repair. This was confusing for the customer and
inefficient for the council. Now we have one telephone number
and one email address which has improved our ability to give our
customers the efficient service they deserve.
The highways team have also used the System Thinking methods to
look at other areas of their work; this has been particularly successful
in the time taken to install a dropped curb (vehicle access crossing)
which has reduced from 57.9 days to 12.5 days. They are continuing
to look at all other aspects of their service and are striving for future
improvements.

I reported
loose cobbles
on Dill Grove
on 25/7/2011
and when I
got up this
morning
26/7/2011
the work was
done. I am
very happy
at the quick
response
and pleased
about this.
Mrs Deaville

What our customers say
“Just a note to say thank you to the council workers who repaired the
pot hole by the crematorium. The job was complete by the end of
the week. Many thanks”.
“I would like to say thank you to Kelsey and Ashleigh at the highways
department for being so helpful. This issue has been going on for
two years and I finally feel as if I’ve made progress after speaking to
them”.

Looking ahead
As a result of the intervention, we have identified even more actions
which could could improve the service further and we are currently
working on the following improvements;
•
•
•

Re-designing the routes for highways crews to prioritise on high
risk areas of flooding during adverse weather conditions,
Developing the way larger scale highway works are prioritised and
delivered,
Extending the Systems Thinking methodology across other service
areas within highways to look at a wide range of issues, not just
highway defects, e.g. traffic systems and damages to equipment.

Kelsey Ashworth - Technician, Reactive Maintenance

Personal
thanks to you
for getting
the inspector
and workmen
out so quickly,
very pleased.
Mrs Wallbank

Performance
Service Before

Service Now

17 computer inputs, 20 pieces of paper for each
job

1 computer entry and no paper

90% of works carried out on site was temporary

99% of work carried out is now permanent –
less repeat work

Too much time wasted sitting at the Tarmac plant

Now trialling new materials (Cold Lay) which
means no queuing at the plant

Number of jobs being completed per day per team
on average was 6

Number of jobs being completed per day is now
on average 12

Average time to carry out a repair was 36 days (but
could take up to 72 days)

We now carry out a repair, on average, in just
4.5 days

Pot holes used to cost on average £68 each

It now costs on average £59 each

In all call out jobs the engineer was called out
even if not needed

Call out jobs go straight to the operatives who
only pull support from an engineer if required

No. of days

This graph shows that the current average number of days taken to repair a pothole is four days and
that we are continuing to improve.

10 October 2011

9 November 2011

Intervention
Benefits
What was the service like before?
The benefits intervention started in June
2010. It incorporated the benefits system
which deals with payments to the most
vulnerable residents in the city as well as
payments for council tax, rental income
(council rent payments), business rates and
sundry debts (any payment owed but not
paid e.g. pest control charges or dog warden
charges).

It takes an experienced assessor 45 minutes
to complete an assessment for housing
benefit, but the 28 days on average that a
claim took in reality were filled with batching
claims, scanning them and asking for further
information. Customers were only able to
speak to customer service advisors who were
very competent but not authorised to make
decisions.

The intervention team started their work by
investigating the performance of the current
service. They did this by listening to customer
calls coming in to the contact centre and
following the work as it progressed through
the system until completion. The team found
that it took on average 28 days for customers
to receive housing benefit but it could take up
to 93 days. This was clearly unacceptable. It
also meant that customers did not know when
their payments would be made or how much
they would receive. This resulted in customers
repeatedly phoning the contact centre to try
and find out how their claim was progressing.
It also caused debt recovery actions in other
areas as the customer may then be in rent
arrears for their council property.

The team also found when monitoring all
customer contacts that only 61% of the
customer requests was value demand
(requests that are expected). Therefore over
a third was failure demand (requests coming
through because the customer had not
received a good service in the first place).

The analysis showed that customers had to
contact us up to eight times for each claim
and we were contacting them on average
three times.

What has changed?
The service has undergone a radical re-design centred on the needs
of the customer.

Pay me the right benefit and
give me help and advice when I
need it.
Instead of having to visit Stoke One-Stop Shop customers can
visit their Local Centre or their nearest One Stop Shop and access
a benefits assessor directly. This means that many claims can be
dealt with there and then with the customer knowing how much
benefit they are entitled to and when it will be paid. Assessors are
also ensuring that new council tenants are given all the required
information at sign-up as this will assist in preventing arrears for
new tenants in the future. After talking with customers and all the
staff involved, the team agreed that the purpose of the system is;
There are also increased links between the benefits team and their
colleagues who work in debt recovery. If a customer is having
difficulty paying their rent or council tax they will receive sound and
prompt advice about any possible benefits or discounts they may be
entitled to before the problem escalates.

What our customers say
Customers have been delighted with the improvements to the
service and the number of compliments and WOW awards have
increased as a result. Here’s what some of our customers say;
“I lived at my previous address for 35 years. I had no idea how to
go about changing my rent and council tax to my new address; this
was done within an hour. Benefit claims were sorted, change of
doctors, advice on ‘home help’, everything sorted; parts that I didn’t
understand were put in writing for me to digest at home. Thanks very
much.”
“He was fully understanding of my circumstances and stopped me
from worrying about anything. I went away in tears because I was so
happy, thank you so much.”
“Very cheerful, very happy, very good explanation making the
experience pleasant and putting us at ease.”
“I came in very worried about an issue with housing benefit and
council tax. The service given was clear and quick and everything
explained so I left feeling much better and with more information.”

Extremely nice,
kind and helpful
person, with
knowledge and
reliability. She
puts customers
first.

Mr T called the council tax office because he and his wife were
struggling to pay their council tax bill. They were pensioners and
had managed to get by on their state pensions for the last two years
but were finding it very difficult. He wanted to know if there were
any reductions that could be made for pensioners. The officer who
took his call explained that pensioners do not get an automatic
reduction but that he may be entitled to council tax benefit. An
appointment was made to see him at a local centre a few days later.
Mr T went to the appointment with his paperwork and the benefit
assessor worked out that he was entitled to benefit of almost £500.

Looking ahead
As a result of the intervention, we have identified even more actions
which could improve the service further and we are currently working
on these improvements;
•
•
•

a proactive early warning system to identify where customers
need help,
looking at the reasons why some people do not pay their debts
and what the council can do about this,
looking at how we manage our staff resource so that we have the
right people in the right location.

Thank you
very much

Performance - new claims
The graph below shows the time taken to process new claims before the intervention;
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This graph shows the great improvement in proposing new claims following the intervention;
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Intervention
Planning ...in progress
What is our service like now?
In July 2011 the City Council launched the
‘Mandate for Change’ an ambitious plan to go
out and find employers who would benefit
from being in Stoke-on-Trent and offer them
attractive packages to locate here. At the
heart of the initiative is the pledge to roll out
the ‘red carpet’ treatment to any employer
looking at providing or creating jobs in the
city. Part of this package is a streamlined
planning process which responds to business
needs with less bureaucracy.
In June 2011 an intervention team involving
staff from Development Management started
to look at the current planning system from a
customer’s perspective. They listened to calls
made to planning officers, observed the service
given to customers who came into the Civic
Centre and followed planning applications
from the first enquiry to completion.
The team found the service was very
bureaucratic with customers finding it
difficult to talk directly to planning officers.
They monitored the type of requests
customers were making and saw that 7% of
all calls were asking how an application was
progressing or how long it would take before
a decision was reached.
The team also found that people who submit
planning applications are confronted by
a system that is complex, cumbersome,
inaccessible and geared primarily towards
meeting national performance targets. When
the intervention team looked in detail at the
statistical information they found that, in
fact, 88% of all applications are approved.

This increases to 90% for all householder
applications (extensions etc. made to
individual homes). So, although the system
is difficult to navigate the outcome in the
majority of circumstances is positive.
The team also looked at the time it took to
complete planning applications and found
that, on average, general applications took 68
days (9.7 weeks) and ‘major’ applications
(for larger developments) took 85 days
(12.1 weeks).
The team found that, in terms of preapplication advice, the system is not geared
towards providing sufficient and consistent
information. Consequently, applications are
submitted that require significant reworking
and further discussions before the application
is acceptable. Though the applicant’s need
is invariably met, the current process creates
frustration, delay and uncertainty. In terms
of investment, delay and uncertainty create
risk, which can reduce the attractiveness
of investing in the city or unnecessary
frustration for a homeowner.

What are we doing?
Following the initial investigation the team came up with a new
purpose for planning

Say “yes” to good development
The intervention is focussed around the fundamental purpose of
‘saying “yes” to good development’. So, for pre-application advice,
an approach is being developed around the principle of listening and
understanding the customer’s need. This is ensuring that we have
the right resource at the right time to deal with each customer.
More attention is also being given to planning applications once
received. Where possible issues are being addressed at the earliest
opportunity before an application is progressed. This is allowing
for a shorter time taken to make the decision but importantly it is
providing applicants with more certainty over their proposal at the
start of the process. When issues are identified at an early stage there
is then sufficient time to address them.
Currently this approach is being trialled with a selection of
applications across the city. Early indications are that the new system
is working, with time taken to reach a decision already reduced to
around 30 days for householder applications. Customers who have
experienced the new way of working have been delighted with the
service and further improvements will be made as the new system is
rolled out across the whole service.

What our clients think
The new process is currently being trialled across the city with
a selection of the new planning applications coming into the
service being dealt with by the Development Management staff
in the intervention team (applications are selected at random).
All customers are told on first contact with the team that they are
experimenting with a new way of working and anyone who would
prefer to continue in the current service can do so. Here are some
comments from those involved in the trial.

“It was extremely useful to have such a forum to discuss the
proposals and iron out potential problems in advance of making a
formal planning application. It is also very important that our clients
can progress such developments with confidence following a positive
pre-application consultation.”
David Woodfine, Director, Tarpey Woodfine Architects
“My overall experience thus far has been a positive one. The
approach taken has been one that invites the applicant to both
potentially develop and invest within the city, and considers and
applies the optimum route to assist in this process, within the realms
of Local and National Policy and Guidance. The responses received to
date have been concise, targeted and prompt.”
Kev Ryder – Local Developer

E/R

“This new approach helps to give a clear and distinct idea of the
authority’s development objectives from the outset and helps to
focus the design process, removing a lot of the initial doubt and
helping to speed up the overall process, especially with the smaller
householder types of development.
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“Generally, the people I’ve been working with whom I’ve submitted
applications for under this new process have all focused on the
design and impact of their proposal from the beginning because
they’ve all had chance to discuss their proposals with a planner. This
runs counter to the usual scenario whereby an application is refused
after a ten week wait and the applicant naturally blames a nameless
planning officer in an office block. It definitely seems to promote a
better relationship with the community who have always seemed to
feel that the planning department was merely a barrier to what they
wanted to do.
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“Generally, my experience so far is a positive one and the overall
approach simplifies and speeds up the process.”
Nick Felstead, The Plan Company
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What our clients think
“Stoke-on-Trent City Council’s planning service appears to have undertook the process more on the lines
of the traditional way of working through scheme proposals. In our recent experience the most frustrating
thing we have found of late with three other authorities that we have dealt with is whilst the applications
were being processed the case officers changed either three or four times resulting in poor continuity and
in one case resulting in poor advice and mistakes being made on how the application was processed.
“The willingness to undertake a face to face meeting with the agent and the applicant to discuss the
scheme we found very useful and positive. In our experience, most planning authorities now seem to
discourage this public interface which appears to give the impression of remoteness from the project
and its issues. This is one of the most valuable stages of negotiation of a scheme and greatly assists
in any compromises that need to be achieved by both parties as part of the process. The retention of
this element of the process is important to maintain a continual dialogue, particularly with such large
organisations as hospitals and developers.”
Steve Hibbert BA(Hons) Dip Arch (Dist) RIBA
Associate
For and on behalf of Horsley Huber Architects Ltd
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